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I started keeping bees when I was 12, 
roughly 26 years ago. When I first 
started keeping bees, I was very proud 

of my colonies and wanted to show them 
off to everyone. People from my church or 
my grandparents’ neighbors (I kept my bees 
on my grandparents’ farm) would stop by 
while I worked colonies and watch me do 
what a beekeeper does. I have been a bee-
educator since that time, having taken thou-
sands of people on tours of live honey bee 
colonies, through apiaries, etc. I confess, 
many of my early tours were quite cavalier. 
Someone would drive up to my apiary, hop 
out of their vehicle, and watch me work my 
colonies. Perhaps it was my naivety or that 
fact that I was a kid, but never once did it 
cross my mind that I may have put someone 
at risk, even if unintentionally. Certainly, 
now that I work for a university, the risks 
associated with negative public interactions 
with my bees, both my personal bees and 
those belonging to the university, cross my 
mind all the time. 

Our bees are a source of wonder and end-
less amazement for us, notably so, given that 
we are beekeepers and got into the business 
due to our fascination with bees. However, 
our bees equally are a source of curiosity 
for our family, friends, neighbors, school 
groups, etc. Of course, we naturally want to 
share our craft with the adoring public. Yet, 
we must remember that bees, whether we 
feel strongly about this or not, pose a safety 
risk to humans and animals that interact 
with them. Thus, it behooves us to be vigi-
lant and purposeful when making an effort 
to protect others from the bees we keep. I 
certainly understand that we do not want to 
contribute to the hysteria that naturally sur-
rounds honey bees. If anything, we should 
work to eliminate that myth. But, it seems 

prudent to take steps to ensure the safety of 
any person or animal that may contact our 
bees. The older I get, the more concerned I 
am when I see other beekeepers take a cav-
iler approach to facilitating public interac-
tions with their bees. Given that our bees 
are “wild animals,” even if we do not want 
to admit it, one cannot be too careful when 
it comes to safety.

With all of this in mind, I have included 
in this article a list of recommendations one 
can follow in order to minimize negative 
interactions between ones bees and people/
animals that may come into contact with 
them. I tried to make this list as thorough as 
possible, but please let me know if you feel 
that I omitted recommendations that would 
be of use to other beekeepers.

1) Locate your apiary/colonies away 
from areas where people and domestic ani-
mals frequent. – One of the best pieces of 
advice concerning bee safety is simply to 
keep your bees away from any area where a 
possible conflict might arise. For example, 
I do not recommend keeping a colony near 
a high-traffic trail of a city park, where kids 
congregate at school, or close to a nurs-
ing home. All of these areas increase the 
chances of negative interactions between 
bees and people. I think this is especially 
important given the popularity of bees and 
beekeeping today and the spread of our 
craft into urban/suburban areas. The Apiary 
Inspection Section of the Florida Depart-
ment of Agriculture and Consumer Ser-
vices (FDACS), Division of Plant Industry 

Figure 1. An inconspicuous colony. Neighbors would have a hard time seeing 
this colony. This is a photograph of a bee colony at a remote apiary in South 
Africa. Photograph by Mark Dykes, formerly UF/IFAS.
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recommends that beekeepers not “place 
apiaries within 150 feet [45.7 m] of tethered 
or confined animals or public places where 
people frequent. (Examples – day care cen-
ters, schools, parks, parking lots, etc.)” (see 
FDACS 2013). 

I want to make a special note regarding 
the tethered/confined animal statement. 
Generally speaking, most beekeepers keep 
their colonies away from areas people fre-
quent, but give less thought about keeping 
colonies away from areas that animals fre-
quents. The FDACS recommendation about 
keeping bees away from areas animals are 
confined or tethered (such as kennels, pad-
docks, small pens, cages, etc.) is born out 
of the fact that African-derived honey bees 
are present in South Florida and it gener-
ally is a good idea to keep managed colo-
nies away from penned animals in the event 
the managed colony becomes Africanized. 

However, I still feel that it is a good rec-
ommendation in general and it limits the 
chances your that your bees will interact 
negatively with animals that are unable to 
escape if your bees attack them.

2) Site your bee colonies away from 
property lines. – I recommend siting colo-
nies at least 15 feet (about 4.6 m), or more, 
from property lines. Bees leaving the colony 
need this distance to reach cruising altitude 
(i.e. above the head of the average human), 
thus helping to ensure that any passersby are 
out of the line of fire, so to speak. If colonies 
simply must be closer to the property line, 
for example – if you have a very small yard, 
you should create a flyway barrier at least 6 
feet (1.8 m) in height near the hive entrance. 
This can consist of a wall, fence, dense veg-
etation, etc. and will cause the bees exiting 
the colony to gain altitude quickly, hope-
fully keeping them out of the way.

3) Make your colonies inconspicuous. – 
Conventional wisdom tells us to paint our 
colonies white and make them visible for 
our own enjoyment purposes. However, 
I like the idea of making ones colonies as 
inconspicuous as possible (Figure 1). The 
old adage “out of site, out of mind” applies 
here. Many non-beekeepers seem to have 
more bee problems when they can see your 
colonies than when they cannot. In fact, a 
well-sited colony, i.e. one that others can-
not see, often poses no “mental threat” at all. 
This recommendation works best in urban 
and suburban areas and when others cannot 
directly access your colonies. For example, 
people who live on fenced property do well 
to “hide” their colonies since others looking 
into the property can have a “problem” with 
the colonies simply by seeing them. Making 
colonies inconspicuous includes locating 
them close to bushes, behind privacy fenc-
es, painting them to match the environment, 
etc. This recommendation does NOT work 
and is NOT advisable when others DO have 
access to the colonies (see point 4 below).

4) When people can access your colonies 
easily, mark your colonies with signage to 

signal their presence and to advise people 
to stay away. – This recommendation may 
seem to contrast the one I provided in point 
3 above. However, it does not. The funda-
mental difference between the two is that 
others do not have access to the colonies 
in point 3 because they are fenced or oth-
erwise protected from random passersby. 
For point 4, people can access the colo-
nies, usually accidentally. Let me provide 
an example. Let us say that you maintain 
an observation hive at your local museum. 
The entrance of this particular observation 
hive points toward the museum parking lot. 
In this instance, a random patron, employ-
ee, landscaper, etc. can stumble upon the 
colony accidentally, setting themselves up 
for a potential negative interaction with the 
bees therein. In this case, the presence of 
the colony should, in my opinion, be identi-
fied with a sign (Figure 2), flagging, etc. to 
let the individual know where the colony is 
and to stay away. I do not recommend us-
ing words such as “danger – live bees,” but 
rather something such as “caution – bees at 
work, please stay away,” or something sim-
ilar. This does not just apply to observation 
hives, but also to any colony or colonies 
that you might keep in areas where humans 
or animals frequent. Perhaps another good 
example includes keeping bees at a state 
park, say 100 feet (30.5 m) from a popular 
hiking trail. I would not put a sign on the 
trail letting people know the bees are there 
(this might cause them to wander off the 
trail and look for the bees). Instead, I would 
place signs 50 and 25 feet (15 and 7.5 m) 
from the bees to let people know that they 
are getting too close to the colony(ies) and 
that they need to remain at a safe distance. 

5) Fence your colonies whenever pos-
sible. – In my opinion, bee colonies and 
apiaries should be fenced to keep unwanted 
visitors (people and large animals) away 
from them. This does not simply mean put-
ting your bees into a fenced yard to keep 
your neighbors away. It also includes put-
ting a fence around your colonies in your 
yard to keep your children, grandchildren, 
visitors, pets, etc. away from your colonies 
(Figure 3). The “danger” of yard bees is that 
beekeepers (me included) tend to get very 
comfortable with their colonies. They do 
not get stung while performing routine yard 
tasks so they do not see the colonies as a 
problem. However, kids, pets, visitors, etc. 
are very curious and can wander to your 
bees if not watched. This can open the door 
to a potential negative interaction, one that 
easily could be avoided if the colonies had 
been contained within a fence. 

6) Is rooftop beekeeping an option for 
you? – An interesting variation of point 
5 (making your colonies inaccessible by 
fencing them) is making your colonies in-
accessible by putting them on your roof. 
Perhaps you do not have space in your yard, 
neighborhood, or place of business to fence 
in your colonies. Then, you might consider 
keeping your bees on the roof of your ga-
rage, house, shed, etc. This comes with its 
own set of problems (accessibility, difficul-

Figure 3. A South African beekeeper’s apiary protected by a fence. People and 
animals will have a hard time “accidentally” interacting with these colonies. 
Photograph by Mark Dykes, formerly UF/IFAS.

Figure 2. A sign warning passersby 
that bees are near. This photograph 
was taken in South Africa, with the 
warning noted in four languages. 
Photograph by Mark Dykes, formerly 
UF/IFAS.
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ty of getting colonies up to/down from the 
roof, etc.), but some find it a good way to 
make the colonies difficult for humans and 
animals to access accidentally. 

7) Be reasonable about the number of 
bee colonies you have per unit area. – One 
of the things that having bees does is make 
you want to have more bees. It is conta-
gious. I have seen some overzealous bee-
keepers stock their small apiaries with too 
many colonies. This always seems to lead 
to more problems. Overstocked apiaries 
cause problems because (1) the bee density 
is so great that the chances someone will 
encounter a bee increases significantly and 
(2) the bee colonies are competing for lim-
ited resources, which seems to make bees 
defensive certain times of the year.

So, what are the right densities (number 
of colonies per unit area) for bee colonies in 
a given area? This question has caused me 
considerable heartache over the years for 
two main reasons. First, there is no simple 
answer to this question. Your small tract of 
land can support more colonies if it is sur-
rounded by citrus groves or clover than it 
can if it is surrounded by pine trees (Figure 
4). There is a sliding scale of recommended 
colony densities based on the locations you 
have your apiaries. 

Second, governments, local municipali-
ties, etc. tend to want to legislate bee densi-
ty any time recommendations or best man-
agement practices are put onto paper. Thus, 
there is a danger associated with making 
any true density recommendations because 
someone might read them and want to turn 
them into a general law they believe is ap-
plicable to every situation. As a result, it is 
hard to make blanket recommendations that 
fit every situation. However, I have seen a 
number of density recommendations made 
by bee authorities in various states around 
the U.S. and many seem reasonable to me. 
I include below general density recommen-
dations (not laws) made by the FDACS 
(FDACS 2013). These recommendations 
are very consistent with those I have seen 
other state agencies make. Again, they are 
only recommendations that beekeepers can 
use when stocking apiaries. One of the end 
goals of any such recommendations is to 
minimize negative interactions between a 
beekeeper’s managed colonies and people/
animals around them.

“Honey bee colony densities on non-
agricultural private land are limited to 
the following property size to colony ratios:

A. One quarter acre or less tract size – 3 
colonies. Colony numbers may be in-
creased up to six colonies as a swarm 
control measure for not more than a 60 
day period of time.

B. More than one-quarter acre, but less 
than one-half acre tract size – 6 col-
onies. Colony numbers may be in-
creased up to 12 colonies as a swarm 
control measure for not more than a 60 
day period of time.

C. More than one-half acre, but less than 

one acre tract size – 10 colonies. Colo-
ny numbers may be increased up to 20 
colonies as a swarm control measure 
for not more than a 60 day period of 
time.

D. One acre up to two and a half acres – 
15 colonies. Colony numbers may be 
increased up to 30 colonies as a swarm 
control measure for not more than a 60 
day period of time.

E. Two and a half to five acres – 25 
colonies. Colony numbers may be in-
creased up to 50 colonies as a swarm 
control measure for not more than a 60 
day period of time.

F. Five up to 10 acres – 50 colonies. Col-
ony numbers may be increased up to 
100 colonies as a swarm control mea-
sure for not more than a 60 day period 
of time.

G. Ten or more acres – 100 colonies. The 
number of colonies shall be unlimited 
provided all colonies are at least [45.7 m]  
from property lines.”

The FDACS made the statement about 
allowing an increase in colony density dur-
ing swarm season to allow for splits to be 
made and housed on site prior to moving 
them elsewhere. At the end of the day, most 
beekeepers know when they have too many 
colonies in a given area. It is always best to 
err on the safe side. When in doubt, have 
fewer colonies.

8) Tell your neighbors about your bees. – 
I know that a lot of people will disagree with 
me on this point, but I feel it is best to let 
your neighbors know you have bees so that 
they are not caught off guard when having to 
deal with a bee issue. I think neighbors have 
a right to be informed. You can keep your 
chickens, cows, dogs, and cats (to some ex-
tent) in your yard. You cannot do the same 
with your bees. Furthermore, your neighbor 
will be mowing by your fence, swimming 

in their pool, having barbecues, etc. These 
activities, especially mowing, weed eating, 
using the chainsaw, etc. can put your neigh-
bor at increased risk for negative encounters 
with your bees. Thus, I think it is best that 
they know you are a beekeeper and where 
on your property your bees are located. That 
way, they know how to mow when close 
to your fence, know who to call when a 
swarm is hanging on their trampoline, etc. 
Perhaps you feel it is best to let them live 
in ignorance – maybe that telling them will 
put the thought in their mind, causing them 
to worry unnecessarily or blame your bees 
for something they are not guilty of doing. 
However, most neighbors are reasonable 
and can be won over with a jar of honey and 
a quick lesson on how your bees will help 
their garden and landscape plants. 

Even if you end up with a cranky neigh-
bor who is totally against your bees, it is 
best for you to try to find a new apiary site 
before you have a problem with a cranky 
neighbor than after they have had a prob-
lem with your bees. You will get a good feel 
for how your neighbor will view any bee-
related problems once you introduce them 
to the idea that you keep bees and that you 
are keeping them in your yard. Be willing to 
accommodate your neighbor’s requests re-
garding your bees and educate them appro-
priately if they have a concern about your 
bees. I also feel that you must be willing to 
move your bees if neighbor relations sour. 
You might say “I have nowhere else to put 
my bees.” However, everyone knows some-
one who would be willing to let you house 
your bees on their property. At the end of the 
day, I like to solve problems before I have 
them. I suggest telling your neighbors, and 
then suggest making your colonies as incon-
spicuous as possible (point 3). 

9) Do not take guests close to your bee 
colonies if they are not protected appro-
priately. – As noted earlier, we beekeepers 

Figure 4. How many colonies are appropriate for your apiary? This site is se-
cluded and located in an area where people do not frequent. Thus, it can ac-
commodate more colonies than could a typical apiary site in an urban area. 
Photograph UF/IFAS.
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tend to get very comfortable around our 
bees. We walk up to our colonies and may 
even work them without a veil or other pro-
tective equipment. Keep in mind, though, 
that we know how bee stings feel, how we 
will react, etc. Do not let this lull you into 
believing that everyone is as safe around 
your bees as you are. The temptation when 
we get a new bass boat, corvette, or gun is 
to show it off to everyone who stops by for 
a visit. However, I would caution you not 
to do the same with your bees. Show your 
friends, family, and neighbors your bees. 
Just do it at a safe distance so that they are 
not in any real danger of being stung. 

To provide an example of this, my high 
school superintendent allowed me to keep 
a colony of bees at school because I con-
ducted science fair projects on bees. The 
only stipulation was that I not tell anyone 
that the colony was there. What did I do? 
I told my ag teacher about the bees and he 
instantly wanted to take the class to see 
them. How do I say no to a teacher? So, 
we went and one of the students from the 
class looked into the entrance of the colony. 
It was a cool day and I was not too wor-
ried, thinking the bees would not be flying. 
Sure enough, a bee flew out of the entrance 
of the colony on cue and stung the student 
between the eyes. Did I forget to mention 
that this particular student was allergic to 
bees? Everything turned out OK, but the 
take-home message sunk into my head – I 
should not take people close to colonies un-
less they are protected adequately. Please, 
bee safe around your bees.

10) Give only professionally conducted 
tours and public demonstrations of bees/
beekeeping. – What do I mean by this? I 
simply mean that when giving a tour of your 
colonies to a school group, church group, 
4-H club, etc., you do everything within your 

ability to ensure the safety of those who are 
on the tour. Make sure that you have enough 
suits for everyone and make them wear the 
suits (Figure 5). Smoke the bees before and 
while working the colony(ies). Discuss with 
the audience what to do if stung. 

You should have answers to the fol-
lowing questions before providing tours 
of your colonies or public demonstrations 
with bees.

– Are you prepared to handle a sting 
emergency if someone is stung and goes 
into anaphylactic shock? 

– Does your homeowner’s or work 
insurance policy (if beekeeping is your 
business) cover injuries to others who are 
stung by your bees? 

– How are you going to respond if, for 
whatever reason, your bees simply go 
ballistic that day and are stinging every-
one and everything in sight?

Tell the participants beforehand what 
to expect and, equally important, what to 
wear. Members of my team teach a bee-
keeping laboratory to University of Florida 
students once a semester. These students 
know they are going to work live colonies 
when they come to the event. For some 
reason, however, many college students 
seem to be in this perpetual contest of who 
can wear the least amount of clothes, even 
when going to an apiary. I have to remind 
them to wear socks, shoes, pants, etc. all 
for their own safety.  It should be common 
sense, but clearly it is not.

Often, public demonstrations include 
observation hives, small colonies or nucs, 
or bee beards. What happens when you are 
selling honey at a farmer’s market and the 
observation hive you brought is dropped 
and broken? What is your containment/
contingency plan? How will you subdue 

the bees? Bee beards are a particular pho-
bia of mine, not because I am scared of 
doing one (which I am not), but because, 
it seems to me, that they come with an 
unnecessary amount of public risk. They 
often are conducted by novices, in public 
settings, when the observers have no pro-
tection whatsoever. This seems like a recipe 
for disaster. I certainly am not advocating 
doing away with bee beards (or bee-kinis 
for that matter…just my attempt at a joke); 
I only am suggesting that the organizer of 
the bee beard event has his/her “ducks in 
a row” and takes steps necessary to ensure 
the safety of everyone involved, both the 
person getting the beard and the audience 
watching. At the end of the day, you should 
be prepared for any emergency and know 
what to do should something happen if you 
plan on giving others guided tours through 
live bee colonies or are offering a public 
demonstration that includes the manipula-
tion of live bees.

11) Have insurance. – I certainly am no 
insurance expert. However, it is prudent to 
ensure that your homeowner’s insurance 
policy (if the bees are at your home) or busi-
ness insurance policy (if you are a profes-
sional beekeeper) covers you in the event 
that someone or something is injured be-
cause of your bees or associated enterprise. 
Not all homeowner’s policies will cover 
you if you admit that you have bees on your 
property. Again, however, I feel it is impor-
tant to be forthright about this. It is better to 
know that a given company does not cover 
you on the front end than to discover after 
the fact that they do not if you are being 
sued because of something your bees did.

12) Consider developing and using a 
sting waiver. – A sting waiver is simply a 
document that tells any visitors to your bees 
that they are assuming the risk associated 
with visiting your bees, i.e. that they know 
they are interacting with live bees, that they 
might be stung, and that there could be con-
sequences of being stung. We use them for 
my extension programs and require that 
all participants to our programs sign them 
when registering for our numerous events. 
You might think that waivers only protect 
those issuing them. Of course, that is one 
intent of the waiver. However, the waiver 
also lets the individual know the risks asso-
ciated with what they are about to do, thus 
allowing them to determine if the activity 
in which they are about to engage is right 
for them. Personally, I think this is another 
mechanism to help ensure the safety of 
those who are about to interact with our 
bees. As an example only, I include in the 
boxed article information from the sting 
waiver we use at the University of Florida. 
Hopefully, it will be of some use to you.

13) Be especially mindful when manag-
ing bees at public places. – I have discussed 
parts of this recommendation in other 
points, but I wanted to discuss it again sep-
arately here. A lot of beekeepers maintain 
a colony or colonies in public places such 
as libraries, churches, schools, parks, etc. I 
certainly am OK with this. But, beekeepers 

Figure 5. A professional public bee demonstration. Notice how all members of 
the audience are wearing bee veils. Photography by Tyler Jones, UF/IFAS
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doing this must be more prudent and careful 
with their approach to keeping bees. Are the 
bees out of reach of the public or does the 
public have access to them? Are the colo-
nies appropriately marked if they can be ac-
cessed by the public? Did you fence in the 
colonies? Do you have liability insurance? 
Does the property owner have insurance? 
Are you on good terms with the manager of 
the public space? These and other questions 
are worth considering if you elect to keep 
bees in public locations. 

14) Take similar precautions when keep-
ing bees on private lands. – The same rec-
ommendations I have discussed thus far 
apply even when keeping bees on someone 
else’s property. Remember, the property 
owners may have guests, family, friends, 

pets, hunters, etc. accessing their property. 
These individuals need to be protected as 
well. The same rules regarding fences, sig-
nage, insurance, etc. remain appropriate.

15) Learn as much as you can about 
bee stings, how to prevent them, and how 
to treat them. – For many years, I was ill-
prepared to handle any sting emergency 
that could arise as a result of someone’s 
interactions with my bees. This obviously 
was not good. All beekeepers and bee edu-
cators should have a good understanding of 
how and why bees sting. They also should 
know what the body’s range of possible 
reactions to bee stings is and the appropri-
ate response/treatment to the sting. For ex-
ample, let us say that you are showing your 
neighbor around your apiary and they are 

stung on the arm. Five minutes later, their 
arm is red and itchy. Ten minutes after that, 
the arm is swollen to twice its size. What is 
the appropriate response? I wrote an article 
in the January 2016 issue of the American 
Bee Journal (Ellis 2016) in which I dis-
cussed bee stings and human reactions to 
them in great detail. I now require all of my 
employees to read this article so that they 
know how to recognize problems related 
to stings and respond appropriately. That 
way, we will know what to do if a student 
is stung and is dizzy, or if a visitor begins 
vomiting after a sting, etc. Hopefully, you 
will never have to save someone from a 
sting emergency. But if you do, it is best to 
be armed with the appropriate knowledge 
and respond accordingly.

16) Provide your contact information to 
people who live near or frequent the area 
around your colonies. – Generally speak-
ing, I believe it is a good idea to leave your 
contact information (home phone, cell 
phone, and email address) with people who 
have a greater chance of interacting with 
your bees. This can be your neighbor, the 
property owner of the land where your bees 
are located, the park manager, landscapers, 
utility companies, and other frequent visi-
tors to the apiary location. This way, the af-
fected parties will have a quick way of con-
tacting you should the need arise. 

17) When possible, register your bees 
with your state’s appropriate regulatory 
agency. – Not every state in the U.S. re-
quires that their beekeepers register their 
colonies, but some do. For example, bee-
keepers in Florida, by law, must register 
their colonies with the FDACS. In other 
states, however, registration is voluntary. 
Even if it is voluntary, I recommend that 
you register your colonies. This usually 
opens the door to a wealth of information 
on bees and beekeeping maintained by your 
state’s bee inspection program. In Florida’s 
case, beekeepers are made aware of the Best 
Management Recommendations for keep-
ing bees in areas where African bees are 
present, for example. This can only help as 
beekeepers there work to limit African bee 
impact on their colonies, and correspond-
ingly, their colony impact on other people 
and animals. It also can afford some level 
of protection, showing others that you are 
serious about your beekeeping efforts and 
that you want to take the steps necessary 
to manage bees appropriately. Registration 
can come with the added benefit of regular 
colony inspections for pests and pathogens. 
It is a good idea to register your colonies if 
that option is available to you.

Bee management techniques to reduce 
negative human/animal interactions 

with your bees
Beekeepers also can remember a few 

management tricks that will help minimize 
negative human/animal interactions with 
their bees.

18) Ensure that your bees have a nearby 
source of clean water. – Honey bees need 
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deed;

B. No oral representations, statements, or inducements, apart from the foregoing written agree-
ment, have been made;

C. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and fully competent;

D. I execute this Release for full, adequate and complete consideration fully intending to be bound 
by same.

Signature of Participant:  __________________________________
Date: ______________________

Printed Name of Participant:  _______________________________

OR

Signature of Consenting Guardian:  ___________________________for
Printed child name_______________________________________________
Printed Name of Consenting Guardian:  ______________________________
Date: _______________________
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water for various colony functions. They 
are going to go to the nearest source of 
quality water, collect it, and bring it back to 
their colony. This means that your bees may 
be going to your neighbor’s bird bath, the 
local school’s fish pond, or the community 
swimming pool just down the road. Always 
try to provide your bees a source of water 
so that they do not congregate at other wa-
ter sources. This is a very common com-
plaint of neighbors with swimming pools. 
Prudent beekeepers stop this activity before 
it ever happens. 

19) Use bee stocks known to be gentle. 
– It probably goes without saying, but no 
single colony exhibits predictable behavior. 
That said, there are stocks of bees that tend 
to be gentler than are other stocks. For ex-
ample, Italian-, Carniolan-, and Caucasian-
derived honey bees are known to be quite 
gentle. On the other hand, African-, and 
German-derived bee stocks tend to be very 
defensive. 

20) Requeen defensive colonies. – Bee-
keepers should determine the temperament 
of every colony they own or work. Colonies 
that are too defensive should be requeened 
immediately (Figure 6). I argue that there is 
no place for a colony that expresses height-
ened defensiveness in an apiary. This not 
only protects other people, but it also pro-
tects the beekeeper.

21) Ensure that your colonies have ad-
equate food reserves. – Colonies that do not 
have adequate food stores are more likely 
to rob other colonies than are colonies that 
have sufficient food reserves. Robbing be-
havior is a type of feeding frenzy where 
bees from certain colonies are trying to 
rob or steal honey from another colony or 
honey that if left outside a colony (see point 
22). It can lead to dangerous, agitated bees.

22) Do not place or leave anything in 
your apiary that will cause an apiary-wide 
feeding frenzy. – You should not allow un-
protected nectar or honey to be available in 

an apiary that other people and animals can 
access or do access frequently. This means 
that dead-out colonies, weak colonies, 
abandoned equipment, extracted combs 
(Figure 7), etc. should not be allowed to 
remain in an apiary. These immediately at-
tract robbing bees and can increase the gen-
eral defensiveness of colonies in the apiary. 
Robbing bees become somewhat agitated 
because they are positioning against other 
bees to get to the free food or fighting off 
defenders from weakened/stressed colo-
nies. This high volume of agitated bees can 
threaten people and animals if it gets out of 
hand. The best offense in this case is a good 
defense where you work to avoid the situ-
ation altogether by limiting the availability 
of items that can be robbed.

23) Practice good swarm control tech-
niques. – This recommendation is an impor-
tant one. Beekeepers should practice good 
swarm control techniques, if for no other 
reason, so that they will not lose swarms to 
their neighbors yard…or worse yet…have a 
swarm establish a colony in a sensitive area 
on their neighbor’s property. I doubt any-
thing is scarier to a neighbor than to see a 
swarm move into their yard or see a cluster 
of bees hanging on their doghouse. Swarm 
control works miracles in this regard. An 
ounce of prevention (in this case) is worth 
a pound of cure.

24) Follow locally adapted best manage-
ment practices. – Beekeepers should follow 
general best management practices aimed 
at keeping their colonies strong and healthy. 
These best management practices include 
recommendations such as keeping colonies 
away from property lines, keeping them 
well fed, etc. However, it also includes dis-
ease/pest management, appropriate man-
agement for production, etc. Healthy colo-
nies are happy colonies. 

25) Work your colonies in a manner that 
minimizes colony disturbance. – I conduct-
ed my PhD studies in South Africa where I 
worked with African bee hybrids. I worked 
the colonies without gloves. Over time, 
I learned how to work a colony in such a 
way to minimize stings. On the other hand, 

Figure 8. Work your colonies in such a way to minimize disturbance. These 
colonies have been open too long and the bees are agitated and flighty. Photo-
graph: UF/IFAS.

(l) Figure 6. Requeen defensive colonies. This colony is exhibiting typical heightened defensive behavior. It should be 
requeened to minimize its threat to people and animals. Photograph: UF/IFAS.  (r) Figure 7. An apiary containing unpro-
tected equipment (super in foreground). This can cause a robbing frenzy. All apiaries should be kept clean and tidy, thus 
minimizing robbing behavior. Photograph by Mark Dykes, formerly UF/IFAS.
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I had some student colleagues at the time 
who were not as gentle with colonies as 
was I. Working colonies with them always 
got me more stings. The moral of this story 
is that beekeepers can work colonies in a 
way to minimize disturbance to the colony 
and thus limit any negative interactions be-
tween your bees and innocent bystanders. 
This includes always using smoke when 
working colonies, not leaving colonies 
open too long (Figure 8), working a colony 
with smooth, deliberate movements, not 
having multiple colonies open at one time, 
etc. Learn to work your colonies in a way 
that keeps them calm during the process. 

Conclusion
It is my hope that your bees are never 

engaged in a negative situation with other 
people or animals. The good news is that 
the vast majority of beekeepers will never 
experience such a situation. However, it is 
helpful to know how to limit the likelihood 
of such interactions and how to respond ap-
propriately if such an interaction does oc-
cur. I hope that I have provided some food 
for thought as you introduce the people you 
know to the bees you love.
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